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The Ph.D. thesis of Filip Konečn; is devoted to formal verification of integer programs. Formal
verification of computer systems is nowadays a very live subject, which is a consequence of the
increasing complexity of such systems, the number of their critical applications, as well as rising
demands on their quality. At the same time, programs with (unbounded) integer data are a natu-
ral target for verification since programs with bounded integer data are very common in practice,
and the bounds are often either removed to simplify the verification, or they are made paramet-
ric (and hence effectively unbounded) when verifying a program for any width of the bounded
width arithmetic. Moreover, programs with unbounded integer data (sometimes also denoted as
counter automata) naturally arise by abstraction from many other systems with various sources of
unboundedness in their behaviour (effective translations have been proposed, e.g., for programs
with dynamic linked data structures, programs with parametric integer aÍTays' parametric hard-
ware components, etc.). Formal verification of integer programs is, however, highly non-trivial
since they are known to be Turing poweďul in general. That is why there are cuÍTently arising
many works that are trying to identify practically important subclasses of integer programs for
which various verification problems are decidable anďor to propose efficient heuristics that may
be experimentally shown to work on many practical verification problems. The thesis of Filip is
trying to significantly contribute to the state of the art in both of these areas.

The research of Filip Konečn1 , on which his Ph.D. thesis is built on, was conducted under
a double degree (co-tutelle) agreement between the Faculty of Information Technology of the
Brno University of Technology (FIT BUT), on whose side I was the supervisor of Filip, and the
VERIMAG laboratory of Université Joseph Fourier in Grenoble, later renamed to Université de
Grenoble, on whose side Filip was supervised by Prof. Yassine Lakhnech and co-supervised by
Dr. Radu Iosif. The research was an important part of multiple research projects including pro-
jects of the Czech Science F'oundation (projects l02l0l/0322, P103/10/0306, and P20l /Og/p531),
the Czech Ministry of Education (project COST OC10009 and the long term institutional project
MSM002I630528), the European COST Action IC0901, as well as the Czech-French Barrande
projects MEB 020840 and 021023. Apart from that, Filip was a member of the team of the doc-
toral project IOZl09lH042 of the Czech Science Foundation that included only specially selected
students from FIT BUT and the Faculty of Informatics of the Masaryk University in Brno. The
results achieved by Filip were an important contribution to all these projects.

The main contributions of the research of Filip Konečn; presented in his thesis include the
following:

o A general framework for computing Presburger formulae characterising transitive closures
of periodic integer relations and hence for precisely accelerating such relations. The fra-
mework has been instantiated for difference bounds, octagonal, and finite monoid affine
relations. The results obtained for these classes of relations give alternative shorter proofs
of the effective computability of their closures, and moreover, the prototype implementation
of the approach gives very promising practical results (often significantly outperforming
various other existing approaches).

o An original approach for semi-algorithmic reachability analysis of integer program.s that
uses the above results for tracking relations on program variables. Due to the use of relati-
ons, the approach can naturally compute procedure summaries and is thus modular. It is



based on eliminating control states while composing their incoming and outgoing transiti-
ons and accelerating self-loops. The approach has been implemented in the FLATA tool and
experimentally shown to be successful on multiple non-trivial programs.

o Techniques for computing Presburger formulae characterising weakest non-termination sets
for difference bounds, octagonal, and finite monoid affine relations. These sets contain states
from which a non-terminating computation exists. This way, decidability of the termination
problem for the concerned classes of relations is obtained. The result is, moreover, extended
by providing methods for computing (or under-approximating) witness relations (i.e., well-
founded relations with linear ranking functions) for several practically important sub-classes
of the above integer relations.

o An approach for termination analysis of integer programs based on the notion of transition
invariants and the above mentioned weakest non-termination sets. The approach is complete
for flat integer programs. Moreover, its prototype implementation has provided promisíng
results on multiple non-trivial cases studies.

o An original combination of the counter-example guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR)
loop for predicate-abstraction-based verification of integer programs with the above propo-
sed acceleration techniques. The obtained counter-example guided accelerated abstraction
refinement (CEGAAR) Ioop applies acceleration on particular classes of loops to rule out
infinite families of counter-examples in one step, which may prevent the refinement from
diverging. The approach has again been implemented and shown to be able to handle pro-
grams that are problematic for the classical CEGAR loop. '

The above mentioned works have been published in several papers at highly ranked inter-
national coďerences (CAV'10, TACAS'12, F}d'12, ATVA12). Moreover' apart from the results
presented in his thesis, Filip has also participated on a proposal of an original approach reducing
verification of certain verification problems for programs with parametric integer anays to veri-
fication of integer programs, which was published at CAV'09. Currently, two extended journal
papers based on these results are shortly before submission to recognised international journals.
Al1 the mentioned works have several co-authors, but I can acknowledge that Filip contributed by
key ideas as well as by a sophisticated implementation and experiments to all of them.

The fact that the above results on whose obtaining Filip played a very significant role are
highly relevant for the formal verification community can be illustrated by that they have already
attracted 14 citations (without self-citations). Moreover, the quality of the work of Filip can be
also supported by that he scored third in the area of computer science in the scientific competition
organised by the French institute in Prague in2012.

During his Ph.D. studies, Filip Konečn; has proved to have creative abilities, independence'
and to be able to work hard. He has also proved to be capable of a tight international cooperation
with researchers from leading international teams. In my opinion, the thesis of Filip Konečny
satisfies all requirements usually associated with Ph.D. theses in the area of computer science, and
I therefore recommend it to be accepted.
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